
BEGIN AFTER FIVE TAPS
TAP TAP TAP TAP TAP and a musical dirge of a single
musical note commences. I think of it as musical series of
DUH DUH DUH DUH.
I wonder how many out there have the foggiest idea what I
am talking about.
It is of course new entry recruits to the RNZ Navy
Communications Branch being taught to type. The Writers
Branch were taught to Mantovani and the Vienna Waltz.
In time with the DUH the trainee pounded the appropriate
key on an IMPERIAL 66 TYPEWRITER.
They are reading off a page of letters to type. Repetitions
like ERT YUI ERT YUI ERT YUI.
This is accompanied by the crack as the Typing Instructor
raps you across the knuckles with a ruler for looking at the
keyboard.
The venue is a cream weatherboard building at the top of the stairs at the top of North Head. The instructor is a Petty
Officer of the Communications Branch, for me it was one of the Petty Officer Campbells.
The room has desks around the sides on which are IMPERIAL 66 typewriters. There is a small table with a gramophone
[turntable] with a long playing record.
You were given your exercise sheet for the lesson on which letters were grouped. At the start there might just be two
tor three different letters in sets of two tor three. That became more complex as you memorized you way around the
keyboard. Every day for perhaps an hour, maybe more over a three month course you were in the typing room. You
got faster and faster on more complex typing exercises and eventually were capable of the competency exam which
was 60 words per minute with an accuracy of 95%. I stand to be corrected on the speed.
This was a very effective way of teaching and it prepared the radio operators for a life with many different types of
keyboard. Some typewriters had the four row keyboard, that is three rows of letters and a top row of numerals.
Touch typing of the numerals was not driven so hard and I am still not the best at that.
Out in the fleet there were three row keyboards where the top row had letters and numbers and required the use of
the shift nor number lock key to reach the numbers. There are not a few computer and laptop keyboards like that.
Another variation was the range of the key, that is how far it had to be depressed.
Imperial 66's were the standard but Creed teleprinters were different again. The KL7 coding machine was again
different but quite similar to a modern computer keyboard.
Then there was the keyboard on the machine which punched the paper tape on which the message was 'coded' for
transmission by teletype.
We took it all in our stride and many of us had typing speeds way above 100 words per minute early in our careers.
So what did we do with this skill.

Perhaps your main job in the early days was to record
messages being sent to your ship. You wrote it out on a
message pad or typed it. Incidentally we had two
exercises to satisfy our examiners. An MMXmorse
manual exercise where you had to record a message
sent at 18 words per minute to an accuracy of 98%. An
MKX morse keyboard exercise where you had to record
a message sent at 30 words per minute to an accuracy of
98%. I might be a bit out on those numbers but you will
get the drift of things. You had to do those exercises
most days.
For a Radio Operator the job was generally listening to
the area broadcast, for NZ ZLP Broadcast WV for morse
code messages. A repeating station identification would
be sent and you sat and listened. Suddenly the letters
AR would be sent and the operator would type out the
message on his trusty IMPERIAL 66. These messages
were numbered and if you lost or missed one there was
hell to pay. There would be reruns as we called them



later on.
The type message was then passed on to your Supervisor and
then to the a member of the Signal Branch in the Main Signal
Office for duplication and distribution.
Terribly inefficient but then in those days life was at a slower
pace.
In a shore station like Irirangi the ship/shore radio operator
would type out the message and sign it then pass to the
Supervisor. The routing indicators and other information for the
message to reach its destination over the teletype network
would be written and the message passed to another radio
operator. The entire message was then typed again to produce
the paper tape for onward transmission.
This paper tape was passed through an auto-head which
converted the message to an electronic signal.
At the other end of the line another paper tape was created to
be taken across to another auto-head for another line which
would take the message onto its destination.
This process would be repeated over and over until a final paper
copy would arrive at its destination.
Often that message would have to be typed again so that copies could go to all those who needed the message.
It was common for Gestetner copying machines [there were other brands] to be used for multiple copies. The
message would once again be typed onto a special paper. There was no ribbon in the machine and the keys punched
into this paper.
The message was put onto the drum of the Gestetner and you wound the handle the appropriate number of times.
Out the other side a blank piece of paper was printed with the message text in a deep purple colour.
This spirit based printing dye was a badge of office for those in such a communication centre. For the duration of their
employment there they would have purple fingertips and perhaps ears and noses.
I am told that the duplicating fluid when mixed 5-1 with orange juice was a favourite recreational substance.
Today it is hard to imagine what it was like handling messages, There was no cut and paste and you got things from
one piece of paper to another by typing it again.
I suppose I should mention that the introduction of radio teletype did bring Creed teleprinters onto the scene.
These printers were fitted with rolls of paper that had between two and five layers with carbon paper between.
Of course in the real world each layer of the roll had a direction it wanted to follow and it was a full time job keeping it
on track.
I remember on Puck one night at 60 South when the frustration with a
teleprinter roll generated a moment of insanity and I took the roll out on
deck and hurled it into the darkness. Felt much better until daylight
when the bridge wanted to know what the white, green and yellow
streamers on the main mast was all about.
You will have your own memories.
For me learning to type was a life changer. In the 60 years since the
Navy taught me to type I have continued to pound a keyboard earning
a living in one way or another and that continues today.
Combined with some other skills being able to type has made me a lot

of money, given a lot of people
a lot of pleasure, saved not a few
lives, opened a lot of doors and
created many adventures and
roads down which to travel.
I guess this story is a result of
that touch typing instruction....
not that I touch type these days,
more a case of typing out aloud,
think of the words and type
them.
Keyboards are not the same as
they were and I pound one into
the ground at least once a year.




